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Abstract: Reliability is a fundamental requirement in electric propulsion systems, involving a par‐
ticular approach in studies on system failure probabilities. An intrinsic improvement to the propul‐
sion system involves introducing robust architectures such as fault‐tolerant motor drives to these
systems. Considering the potential for hardware failures, a fault‐tolerant design approach will
achieve reliability objectives without recourse to optimized redundancy or over‐sizing the system.
Provisions for planned degraded modes of operation are designed to operate the motor in fault‐
tolerant mode, which makes them different from the pure design redundancy approach. This article
presents how a five‐phase permanent‐magnet synchronous motor operates under one‐ or two‐phase
faults, and how the system reconfigures post‐fault motor currents to meet the torque and speed
requirement of reliable operation that meets the requirements of an electric propulsion system.
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1. Introduction
In automotive, marine, and railway applications, electric machines and their drive
systems have recently gained significant commercial interest due to their potential for
higher energy efficiencies, higher peak power, faster power response, and lower emis‐
sions as compared to conventional solutions [1,2]. Characteristics such as high power and
torque density, increased starting torque, great hill‐climbing ability, reliability, robustness
appropriate to the environment, low acoustic noise, low torque ripple, good voltage reg‐
ulation over a wide speed range, and acceptable cost [1,3–8] are the main reasons for the
growing trend towards automotive electrification.
Similarly, conventional engines are being replaced by electric motors and drive sys‐
tems with the advancements in the fields of electric machines and power electronics [9–
11]. Electric propulsion systems allow maneuver flexibility; easy maintenance; reliability;
reduced logistics; and architectural flexibility in ship design, environment protection, and
reductions in acoustic signatures [8]. Various different topologies of electric machines
have been used for electric propulsion [12–15]. In order to simplify the maintenance of
electromechanical drives and increase the global reliability of the ship propulsion system,
DC machines were the first to be used in this field [16]. Gradually, DC machines have
been replaced by induction and permanent‐magnet motors [12,17–19].
Critical applications, such as in the ship propulsion, automotive, and aeronautics in‐
dustries, demand a high reliability, and it is essential for them to be able to operate under
fault conditions. Especially in the case of ship propulsion, where any failure of the system
would compromise the safety of the crew, it is crucial to continue the operation of the
propulsion system even when a fault occurs. This is why the electric propulsion system is
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required to be highly fault‐tolerant [20–23]. Research has concluded that multiphase ma‐
chines and drive systems have various advantages over conventional electric power sys‐
tems, which offer improved fault tolerance [24], and various kinds of fault‐tolerant meth‐
ods for multiphase machines have been reported [25–28]. In high‐power applications, the
selection of such multiphase machines offers reduced constraints in drive components by
power splitting among different inverter legs. Due to these potential advantages, multi‐
phase machines are a prime choice for ship propulsion applications [29,30].
This paper concentrates on the design of a five‐phase permanent magnet synchro‐
nous motor (PMSM) and an adequate fault‐tolerant control to continue motor operation
smoothly in the case of open‐phase faults. Differently from the direct quadrate (DQ)
model, we present a lumped‐element model for the five‐phase motor which gives an in‐
sight into each phase behavior in case of the occurrence of a fault [31]. Most significantly,
the optimum arrangement of current vectors is found to obtain the maximum achievable
average torque by reducing ripples in the torque to a considerable value. The current vec‐
tors are symmetrically arranged [32], unlike where asymmetrical arrangements have been
used to maximize torque. The symmetrical arrangement of current vectors abolishes the
need to access a machine’s neutral point. Therefore, there is no change in the power‐con‐
verter topology and no additional connection between the neutral point and the split ca‐
pacitor, which are conventional solutions [33,34]. This is an important advantage pre‐
sented in this paper.
The proposed technique was simulated on PLECS by Plexim, and its feasibility was
verified by Finite Element Analysis (FEA) using Elmer, and a JMAG 3.5kW 1500 rpm five‐
phase permanent‐magnet synchronous motor was used as a propulsion motor. The
TMS320F28377D DSP board was used as a control board.
2. Fault‐Tolerant Drive Modeling
2.1. Five‐Phase Permanent Magnet Motor
A five‐phase permanent‐magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) was used as a propul‐
sion motor. Five‐phase star‐connected winding topology was used in the propulsion motor,
as shown in Figure 1. It can be modeled in the natural reference frame by the following
Equation (1) [35,36]:
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where Rs = 14e−3 stator resistance and L is inductance, vas–ves are phase voltages, ias–ies are
phase currents, and eas–ees are Back Electromotive Force (emf) due to the permanent mag‐
nets of the motor, which can be stated as in (2).
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where ωr, λm, θr, and epm are the electrical rotor speed, the peak strength of the flux linkage
due to the permanent magnets, the electrical rotor position, and the back emf due to the
permanent magnets.
The electromagnetic torque developed by the motor can be driven by co‐energy rela‐
tionships, and, for surface‐mounted PMSM, is given by (3):
𝑇

𝐢

𝜆

𝑇

.

(3)

Figure 1. The winding topology of a five‐phase permanent‐magnet synchronous motor.

where Te(SM), p, and Tcog are the electromagnetic torque of the PMSM, pole pair, and cogging
torque of the machine. The mechanical equation of the machine is given by (4):
𝑇

𝐽

𝐵𝜔

𝑄 ,

(4)

where J, B, and Qp are the moment of inertia, viscous damping, and mechanical load due
to the propeller.
2.2. Design and FEM Analysis of a Five‐Phase Permanent‐Magnet Motor
This section deals with the design and analysis of a five‐phase PMSM. The bench‐
mark motor rating was set to 3.5 kW and the operating speed was 1500 RPM. The terminal
voltage rating requirement was 48 VDC. The machine was a totally enclosed non‐venti‐
lated (TENV) motor. The current density was 6.0 A/mm2. The phase and line voltages of
the PMSM were set to 16 Vrms and 18.8 Vrms. A cross‐section of the five‐phase PMSM is
illustrated in Figure 2a, and the winding configuration—a double‐layer distributed lap
winding—is shown in Figure 2b. The design parameters of the five‐phase PMSM are given
in Table 1, along with the material properties in Table 2.
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Figure 2. Design representation of the five‐phase PMSM: (a) cross‐section, (b) winding configura‐
tion.
Table 1. Design parameters of the five‐phase PMSM.

Item
Pole/Slot
Connection type
Conductor Size
Turn per slot
Coil span
Parallel branch
Turn per coil
Turn per phase

Specification
8/20
Star (Y)
Φ1.0 × 10 wire
8
2
1
4
16

Table 2. Material list for the five‐phase PMSM.

Item
Core (Stator/Rotor)
Conductor
Permanent magnet
Shaft

Material
50PN250
Copper
N50H
S45C

A 2D FEM analysis was performed to realize the five‐phase PMSM; the simulation
was performed on Elmer FEA as well as on JMAG. The FEA summary is presented in
Table 3 and compared with the JMAG results. It should be noted that, until now, the cur‐
rent component taking over the iron losses has not been included in the study, the line‐to‐
line voltages are presented in rms, and the mechanical losses are also not considered in
this study.
Table 3. FEM result summary.

Load
ELMER
JMAG

No.
Rating
No.
Rating

Torque
Current
Voltage V
N
A
15.336
46.5
16.225
22.644
15.318
46.5
16.213
22.569

Cu.
157.8
157.8

Losses W
Iron Eddy
42.4
4.7
43.1
6.2
41.4
5.2
42.1
6.7

Total
47.1
207.1
46.6
206.6

Output
kW

Input
kW

PF

η%

3.557

3.764

0.998

94.5

3.545

3.752

0.995

94.5
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In the FEM analysis, the final design of the PMSM, as modeled, is presented in Figure
3. It also illustrates the mesh distribution, flux density, Joule loss density, and iron loss
density. The models from both ELMER and JMAG are compared.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)
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Figure 3. (a) Mesh distribution, Elmer; (b) mesh distribution, JMAG; (c) flux density, Elmer; (d)
flux density, JMAG; (e) Joule loss density, Elmer; (f) Joule loss density, JMAG; (g) iron loss den‐
sity, Elmer; (h) iron loss density, JMAG.

2.3. Load Torque at Variable Speeds
The machine torque (Te) must be opposed by an equal and opposite load torque (Qp)
for the machine to operate at a steady rotational speed. If Te is greater than Qp, the machine
will accelerate, and it will decelerate if Qp is greater than Te. The mathematical relation for
this can be seen in (4).
By assuming a load torque with the optimum speed variation, the relationship be‐
tween the load torque and speed can be drawn as (5) [37]:
𝑄

𝐾𝜔 .

(5)

2.4. Power Converter
The propulsion motor was fed with a five‐leg PWM VSI inverter. The inverter per‐
formed the task of speed control of the propulsion motor; the topology of the inverter
used is illustrated in Figure 4. This is obtained from the switching states of each leg as in
(6), where Si = 1 if the upper switch is on and Si = 0 for the opposite case.
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⎥
⎥
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⎢
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(6)

Figure 4. Five‐phase Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) topology.

3. Fault‐Tolerant Control
This section deals with the rearrangement of post‐fault motor currents to obtain the
maximum achievable power. The proposed approach revolves around the idea that hav‐
ing an optimized arrangement of post‐fault currents is necessary to achieve the optimum
selection point between the maximum achievable average torque and the minimum
amount of torque ripples.
3.1. Reconfiguration of Post‐Fault Currents
A well‐known vector diagram for a healthy five‐phase system is illustrated in Figure
5a. Starting with the one‐phase fault, consider that phase A is open, ensuring open‐phase
fault—i.e., ia = 0. This creates a gap between the adjacent phases B and E, leaving behind the
asymmetrical arrangement of the current vectors, as illustrated in Figure 5b.
Similarly, the situation gets worse in the case of two‐phase fault. Firstly, consider two
non‐adjacent phase faults. Assuming that phase A and C are permanently open, the result
is an open‐phase fault; the current vectors are shown in Figure 5c. For an adjacent phase
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fault, phase A and B are permanently open and the gap between C and E is considerable,
as shown in Figure 5d.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. Vector space diagrams: (a) healthy operation; (b) phase A open; (c) phase A and C open; (d) phase A and B open.

As a working hypothesis, the proposed solution for the stated condition is to align
the remaining phases symmetrically. Some reasonable constraints are fixed accordingly
[22,23], such as:
1.
2.
3.

Currents must be sinusoidal.
Each healthy phase must maintain the same current amplitude.
Post fault currents must be symmetrical to avoid zero sequence currents; the con‐
straint Σi* = 0 must be satisfied.

In order to achieve the required goal, the current vectors are forced to align them‐
selves symmetrically. In the case of a one‐phase fault, a new set of four current vectors is
introduced. Vector B is set at 45° and each current vector is 90° apart from each other, as
shown in Figure 6a. This arrangement is acceptable because it fulfills the condition of hav‐
ing zero amplitude of homopolar current due to an isolated neutral point. The equation
of the reference currents can be given as (7)–(10), where θm is the angular position of the
rotor and φ is the offset angle, 𝑖 ∗ to 𝑖 ∗ are the post‐fault motor currents, and IM is the
amplitude of the post‐fault motor currents.
𝜋
𝜑 ,
𝑖 ∗ 𝐼 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃
(7)
4
𝑖∗

𝐼 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃

𝜑 ,

(8)

𝑖∗

𝐼 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃

𝜑 ,

(9)

𝑖∗

𝐼 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃

𝜑 .

(10)

Similarly, addressing the two open‐phase faults, the post‐fault motor currents must
be reconfigured symmetrically so that the sum of the currents will be zero. In doing so,
the new current vectors are introduced. These vectors are 120° apart from each other, sim‐
ilar to the conventional three‐phase system shown in Figure 6b. The reference currents in
the case of a two‐phase fault can be calculated as (11)–(13); “x” can be either phase B or C
depending on whether the type of open‐phase fault is adjacent or non‐adjacent.
𝑖∗

𝐼 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃

𝜑 ,

(11)

𝑖∗

𝐼 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃

𝜑 ,

(12)

𝑖∗

𝐼 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃

𝜑 .

(13)
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3.2. Average Torque and Ripples Evaluation
For an electric motor, the relation for torque can be derived in terms of back emf* and
phase currents i* as in (14), where ω is the speed of the motor.
∑ 𝑒𝑚𝑓 ∗ 𝑖 ∗

(a)

𝜏.

(14)

(b)

Figure 6. Configuration of the proposed vector space diagrams: (a) one‐phase fault; (b) two‐phase
fault.

It is clear from (14) that the angle between the back emf and current is of significant
importance. Losing one or more motor phases results in an imbalance. In order to avoid
zero‐sequence current and to balance the post‐fault motor currents, a study was per‐
formed to find the optimum offset angle (φ) for the current Equations (7)–(13) we derived
in the previous section.
3.2.1. Torque Estimation of a One‐Phase Fault
Figure 7a illustrates the torque variation with respect to the offset angle (φ) in the
case of a one‐phase fault. The offset angle of −10° gives the maximum achievable average
torque, but at 9° we achieve the minimum number of ripples in the torque with compara‐
tively less compromise in the average torque; therefore, 9° was chosen as the optimum
offset angle for this paper. The vector illustration of the post‐fault motor current and the
proposed solution are presented in Figure 7b.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. (a) Torque with respect to the offset angle for a one‐phase fault; (b) proposed solution for
a one‐phase fault.

3.2.2. Torque Estimation of a Two‐Phase Fault
Similarly, Figures 8a and 9a illustrate the torque variation with respect to the offset
angle (φ) for two non‐adjacent and adjacent phase fault cases. The maximum average torque
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is achieved at −75° for non‐adjacent two‐phase faults and −95° for adjacent two‐phase faults,
whereas the ripples in the torque are almost the same from −180° to 30°. It should be noted
that the average torque in two adjacent phase faults is less than that of one non‐adjacent‐
phase fault because, in order to make the post‐fault current balanced, a comparatively larger
phase displacement is performed as compared to two non‐adjacent phase fault cases. A
graphical illustration of the post‐fault motor current and the proposed solution is shown in
Figures 8a and 9a.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. (a) Torque with respect to the offset angle for two non‐adjacent phase faults; (b) pro‐
posed solution for two non‐adjacent phase faults.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. (a) Torque with respect to the offset angle for two adjacent phase faults; (b) proposed
solution for two adjacent phase faults.

4. Simulation Results
4.1. PLECS Model Results
The simulation of the presented system was performed on PLECS by Plexim, the
block diagram in Figure 10. The simulation model, model parameters, and specifications
of a five‐phase PMSM are given in Table 4. A 48 VDC source wa used to supply the five‐
phase inverter. The five‐phase PMSM was first accelerated to 1500 rpm using the feedback
current control and the machine operation at a healthy condition was analyzed and com‐
pared with the available DQ models [38,39].
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Figure 10. A simulation model for the fault‐tolerant control of the five‐phase PMSM.
Table 4. Modeling parameters of the five‐phase PMSM.

Symbol
Rs
Ls
p
λm
J
F
B
QP

Quantity
Each phase resistance
Phase inductance
Pole pair
Peak flux linkage
Moment of inertia
Damper constant
Viscous friction
Load Torque (healthy operation)

Magnitude
14.0e−3 Ω
101.43e−6 H
8
0.03451 V∙rad−1∙s
3.5e−3 kgm2
7.093e−4 N∙m∙s∙rad−1
7.093e−4 N∙m∙s∙rad−1
23.1 N∙m

The machine was then subjected to a one‐phase open‐circuited fault by breaking the
connection at the fault‐generating block at a time of 0.10 s. The immediate effect can be
seen as increased motor currents in Figure 11. The increase in the post‐fault motor current
is limited by the relation as in (15) in order to avoid any additional losses.
𝑖

𝑖 ,

(15)

where “iN”, “iO”, and “e” are the post‐fault current, the pre‐fault current, and the number
of available phases.
At a time of 0.15 s, the system was subjected to two non‐adjacent phase faults (phase
A and C), and at a time of 0.20 s phase C was turned back on whilst B was off, resulting
in two adjacent phase faults (phase A and B). The motor current profiles are illustrated in
Figure 11; it is quite noticeable that the post‐fault motor currents are perfectly balanced
and have identical amplitudes. The motor current increased by 12% in the case of a one‐
phase fault and 19% in the case of a two‐phase fault. This increase in current value is ac‐
ceptable because it did not increase the copper losses. as in (15). The fault‐tolerant algo‐
rithm justification can be seen in Figure 12; the phase shift of the motor currents can be
seen in accordance with the motor’s back‐emf waveform. The offset angle was chosen in
order to make the current in‐phase with the back emf as much as possible and to avoid
zero‐sequence current.
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Figure 11. The current profile of a 5‐phase PMSM.

Figure 12. Current and back‐emf profiles in the case of healthy operation and one‐ and two‐phase
fault operations.

The torque and speed outputs of the machine are illustrated in Figure 13. The output
torque is reduced by 19% in the case of a one‐phase fault, 46% in the case of two adjacent
phase faults, and 32% for non‐adjacent phase faults. This drastic amount of reduction in
torque is due to current limitation it can be slightly increased by raising the current limit.
The relation between torque and speed is presented earlier in (5), and the output speed is
illustrated in Figure 13, showing a little turbulence in two phase fault operation. Figure
14 illustrates the phase voltages of the five phase PMSM during healthy and faulty oper‐
ation. It can be seen that no reasonable increase in voltage amplitudes. The numerical val‐
ues of the simulated results can be seen in Table 5.
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Figure 13. Torque and speed profiles in case of healthy and one‐ and two‐phase fault operation.

Figure 14. Phase voltage profile in case of healthy operation, one‐and two‐phase fault operations.

4.2. FEM Modeling Results
In order to validate the proposed approach, a FEM analysis was performed on the
design presented in Section 2.2. A five‐phase current identical to the healthy, one‐ and
two‐phase fault operation modes similar to the current in Figure 11 was applied to the
five‐phase PMSM in FEM software, and the resultant torque and phase voltages were cal‐
culated as illustrated in Figure 15. The results obtained from the FEM analysis show sim‐
ilarities to the results obtained in Section 4.1. Figure 15a shows the voltage, current, and
torque profile for the case of a healthy operation. Figure 15b illustrates the voltage, cur‐
rent, and torque profile for a one‐phase fault case (A open). Figure 15c,d illustrate the
voltage, current, and torque profile for two‐phase fault cases (A and C, and A and B open).
A numerical comparison is performed in Table 5.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 15. FEM modeling results: (a) healthy operation; (b) a one‐phase fault (A open), (c) a non‐
adjacent two‐phase fault (A and C open), (d) two adjacent phase fault (A and B open).
Table 5. Numerical output modeling results.

Phase Voltages
(V)
PLECS
FEM
15.9
14.9
15.1
15.5
14
14.8
12.3
14.3

Operating
Mode
Normal Operation
1—Phase Fault (A‐Open)
2—Phase Fault (A/C‐Open)
2—Phase Fault (A/B‐Open)

Phase Currents
(A)
PLECS
FEM
47.5
47.5
51.3
51.3
59.5
59.5
60.9
60.9

Torque
(Nm)
PLECS FEM
23.1
23.5
17.9
18.8
15.9
16.8
12.6
12.4

Speed
(rpm)
1499.5
1368.5
1255
1124

5. Results
Based on the modeling in the previous section, a five‐phase PMSM prototype was
fabricated as illustrated in Figure 16. The experiment test bench is illustrated in Figure 17;
the test bench was comprised of a personal computer, a DSP control board, a five‐phase
VSI inverter, a DC power source, and a five‐phase PMSM. No‐load experiments were per‐
formed on a low‐speed operation and the results are illustrated in Figure 18 for no‐load
motor currents for the justification of the proposed fault‐tolerant approach. The current
profile can be seen as balanced, as was proposed in the previous section for the faulty
operations. Figure 19 illustrates the respective speed of the motor for healthy and de‐
graded modes.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Figure 16. Prototype: (a) a five‐phase PMSM; (b) a permanent magnet rotor; (c) the stator of a five‐
phase PMSM.

Figure 17. Experiment test bench.

Figure 18. Current profiles: (a) a healthy operation; (b) a one‐phase fault (A open); (c) a non‐adja‐
cent two‐phase fault (A and C open); (d) an adjacent two‐phase fault (A and B open).
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Figure 19. Rotational speed profiles: (a) a healthy operation; (b) a one‐phase fault (A‐Open), (c) a
non‐adjacent two‐phase fault (A and C open), (d) an adjacent two‐phase fault (A and B open).

Figure 18a illustrates the current profiles for a healthy phase. The phase currents are
balanced and identical to each other; Figure 18b shows a phase difference of 90° with cur‐
rents balanced as proposed earlier in this article for a one‐phase fault mode, whereas in Fig‐
ure 18c,d it is clear that the current profiles have a phase difference of 120° and the motor
currents are balanced and identical, which is the whole point of the technique presented in
this article.
By applying the currents discussed in Figure 18, we achieve the motor speeds illus‐
trated in Figure 19a, which provides a visualization of healthy phases and illustrates that
the motor follows the reference speed, whereas, in Figure 19b, which shows one‐phase
faults, there is a small delay to track the maximum 500 rpm speed. An explanation for this
is that the control algorithm is recalculating the phase since it is a degraded mode. Figure
19c,d show a two‐phase fault, and this approach has set a condition in Section 4.1 to limit
the losses; therefore, the motor takes longer to track the max reference speed. The goal of
this approach is to operate the motor under degraded modes and avoid additional copper
losses without using any neutral point. From the results, it is clear that this approach pro‐
vides the solution for fault‐tolerant five‐phase PMSM drives and propulsion systems.
6. Conclusions
This paper has presented effective post‐fault current control strategies to operate a
five‐phase permanent magnet synchronous motor indefinitely. A case study was per‐
formed to select an optimum point between the achievable maximum average torque and
minimum ripples in accordance with the application.
The results presented earlier show an appropriate current control strategy that ena‐
bles the motor to operate in the occurrence of an open‐phase fault and generates a com‐
paratively smooth and adequate amount of average torque in the case of a one‐phase fault.
The motor torque reduces to 80% with an offset angle of 10O, whereas an offset angle of ‐
10O gives 85% of the average torque with a significant number of ripples. The occurrence
of two adjacent open‐phase faults proves to be the worst‐case scenario and the limitation
of the zero‐sequence current causes a 54% decrease in the average torque, decreasing by
68% in the case of a non‐adjacent two‐phase fault.
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Ultimately, the aim of this paper was to conclude the results in an analytical form and
present the rules to apply to find out the post‐fault reference current for multiphase ma‐
chines. The proposed approach proved to be accurate for controlling multiphase machines.
Both the simulation and the experimental results prove the effectiveness of the pro‐
posed fault‐tolerant solution presented. Indeed, it has been shown to reproduce the pro‐
pulsion system dynamics in the laboratory and also the experimental validation of the
proposed fault‐tolerant control. This proposed solution should be a useful tool for all‐
electric propulsion systems.
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